
WE WERE SOLDIERS

The story of the first major battle of the American phase of the Vietnam War, and the soldiers on both sides that fought
it, while their wives wait nervously and.

Moore states in a documentary included in the video versions that this film is the first one "to get it right". She
really cared. The film's final version, though getting many of the facts of the book presented onto film, is not
entirely a historically accurate portrayal of the battle, nor is it entirely faithful to the book. To get into his role
as Sgt. The movie is one colossal firefight. Plumley, Sam Elliott put his wedding back on his dog tags, just
like the real Plumley did. For example, Mel Gibson had an entire clothes rack of uniforms from squeaky clean
to downright filthy, and everything inbetween. Myron Diduryk , the Ukrainian captain who Col. Today, the
pendulum has swung back again. Some soldiers were less pleased: Retired Col Rick Rescorla , who played an
important role in the book and was pictured on the cover and later died in the September 11 attacks , was
disappointed, after reading the script, to learn that he and his unit had been written out of the film. This officer
truly loves his men, and the credibility with which the actor is able to express Moore's leadership qualities as
well as his sensitive side is genuinely impressive. After meeting with the real Joe Galloway, Barry Pepper who
played the reporter in the film, smoked the same cigarettes that Galloway smoked in Vietnam, carried the
exact same equipment, down to a pair of heavy books, and a snub-nosed revolver. Hal Moore, played by Mel
Gibson in the film, those on the ground had only the men to their left and right to rely on. Some differences
not shown would have demonstrated how desperate the American situation at Ia Drang was. Rarely has a foe
been portrayed with such measured respect for a separate reality, which should come as a relief to critics I'm
one of the enemy's facelessness in Black Hawk Down; vignettes of gallantry among Vietnamese soldiers and
such humanizing visual details as a Vietnamese sweetheart's photograph left behind, in no way interfere with
the primary, rousing saga of a fine American leader who kept his promise to his men to "leave no one behind
dead or alive. Madeleine Stowe spent time with Julia Moore to understand what it was like to be an Army
wife. For example, the seriousness of the overrun of C Company under the command of Capt. Basil L. Nguyen
Huu An's reserve. The wardrobe was massive and included dirty and ruined uniforms. The writer-director
bestows honor â€” generously, apolitically â€” not only on the dead and still living American veterans who
fought in Ia Drang, but also on their families, on their Vietnamese adversaries, and on the families of their
adversaries too. Reinforcements were a long way off and had to be flown in by helicopter.


